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Coordinates, is it simple?

2D flat map3D sphere

• A map projection technique translates a three-dimensional globe 
to a two-dimensional map representation.

• The map projection process is an important aspect of 
understanding maps.
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Shape of Earth
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• Flattening the Earth

Projected Coordinates
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Position of the light 
source

Perspective
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Today’s outline: The Map Projection Pyramid

Ellipsoid/Spheroid/Sphere

Projections (many types)

Datum (Geoid)

Coordinate Systems (2 types)
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Representations of the Earth

Mean Sea Level is a surface of constant 
gravitational potential called the Geoid

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q65O3qA0-n4
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Terms about the Earth Shape

• Spheroid/Ellipsoid
A spheroid, or ellipsoid of revolution, is a quadric surface 
obtained by rotating an ellipse about one of its principal 
axes; in other words, an ellipsoid with two equal semi-
diameters. A spheroid has circular symmetry
• Geoid
The hypothetical shape of the earth, coinciding with mean 
sea level and its imagined extension under (or over) land 
areas.
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We think of the 
earth as a sphere

Equatorial circumference = 40,705 km
Polar circumference = 40,008 km
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Why use different spheroids?

• The earth's surface is not perfectly symmetrical, so the semi-major 
and semi-minor axes that fit one geographical region do not 
necessarily fit another.

• Ignoring deviations and using the same spheroid for all locations 
on the earth could lead to errors of several meters, or in extreme 
cases hundreds of meters, in measurements on a regional scale.

• Satellite technology has revealed several elliptical deviations. For 
one thing, the most southerly point on the minor axis (the South 
Pole) is closer to the major axis (the equator) than is the most 
northerly point on the minor axis (the North Pole). 
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Ellipsoids for Mapping and GIS
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Different Spheroids

6378206-6378137=69m

6356583-6356752=-169m
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• Another model of the earth’s surface
• 3-D surface defined by empirical (measured) data that describes the constant 

gravitational potential, rather than mathematically.

• Coincides well with mean sea level for entire planet
• Reference surface for vertical position (elevation or height)
• Used in conjunction with the ellipsoid to define vertical datums

The Geoid
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A close-up!

• Surface = The Earth’s real surface, all the mountains, depressions, etc.

• Ellipsoid = Ideal, smooth surface, mathematically defined by the semi-major and 
semi-minor axes. 

• Geoid = Bumpy surface.  Surface of constant gravitational potential (which varies 
locally) empirically defined by a system of data where gravity is equal for all 
locations. Measurement equipment: Gravimeter.
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The mean Earth gravity is about 981 000 mGal (the well-known 9.81 m/s2), 15



Today’s outline: The Map Projection Pyramid

Ellipsoid/Spheroid/Sphere

Projections (many types)

Datum (Geoid)

Coordinate Systems
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Basic: Geodetic Datums

• Geodetic Datums:  a basis for horizontal control surveys,  
consisting of the longitude and latitude of a certain 
point, the azimuth of a certain line from this point, and 
two constants used in defining the terrestrial spheroid 
(Webster’s Dictionary)

• The data collected to define a datum forms a network of 
geodetic control points

• Methods of collection:
• Triangulation (Angle)
• Trilateration (Distance)
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The Components of Geodetic Datum

1. Ellipsoid with a spherical coordinate system and an origin

Geodesist's goal: Minimize difference between geoid and a datum’s reference 
ellipsoid, locally or—better yet—globally.
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The Components of Geodetic Datum

2. Very accurately surveyed points and lines
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Survey Benchmarks

http://www.geocaching.com/mark/

Survey benchmark monuments are brass or metal disks in the ground that provide 
latitude, longitude or orthometric height. They give surveyors a point of reference 
because they use them as part of a set of survey observations. 
Some benchmarks also provide reference for elevations
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Common Geodetic Datums

• General technical name of the network of control points:  
horizontal geodetic reference system But usually called 
by a name: 

• e.g., North American Datum (NAD), Australian Geodetic 
Datum (AGD), European Geodetic Datum (EGD), World 
Geodetic System (WGS) and Tokyo Datum (TD)

• Datums can be local or global in nature: 
• e.g., NAD vs. WGS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kXTHaMY3cVk
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• North American Datum of 1927 (NAD27)
• North American Datum of 1983 (NAD83)
• World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS84)

Principal Datums Used in USA
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NAD 27 and NAD 83

North American Datum - 1927 North American Datum - 1983

26,000 survey stations
250,000 survey stations and 
2,000,000 distance measurements
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The datum on which GPS
coordinates are based and
probably the most common
datum for GIS data sets with
global extent. Developed by DoD.

World Geodetic System – 1984 (WGS84)
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• Incorrect datum  a mismatch of the positions of mapped 
features.

• Errors approaching one kilometer (this is a worst-case 
scenario, and unlikely).

• As long as the two datums in question are known, conversion 
is possible in GIS.

Position Shifts and Datums
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East-West Datum Shift with NAD27 and NAD83
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North-South Datum Shift with NAD27 and NAD83
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NADCON: Datum Transformation

• The Federal standard for NAD 27 to NAD 83 datum 
transformations. 
Also a computer program (not Windows compliant)

• Based on >150,000 control points
• CORPSCON: Windows program, free download from 

http://crunch.tec.army.mil/software/corpscon/corpscon.html
• Transforms individual positions or tables of coordinates (State 

Plane, UTM, geographic); no GIS required
• Includes HPGN/HARN: Satellite based refinements of NAD83

• State High Precision Geodetic Networks (HPGNs), also called High Accuracy 
Reference Networks (HARNs)
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• Horizontal datums are the reference values for a system 
of location measurements. 

• Vertical datums are the reference values for a system of 
elevation measurements. 

• The job of a vertical datum is to define where zero 
elevation is, this is usually done by determining mean 
sea level, a project that involves measuring tides over a 
cycle of many years.

Horizontal vs Vertical Datums
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• A “zero surface” from which all elevations or heights (e.g. 
of mountain peaks) are measured.

• Usually the mean sea level (MSL) is used as the vertical 
datum globally

• Local vertical datums are defined for use in specific 
geographic areas and rely on locally determined MSL 
readings, aka. shoreline height

• Common vertical datums for the USA are National 
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD29) and North 
American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD88) 

• Conversion from NGVD29 to NAVD88 caused changes in all 
elevation records previously referenced to the earlier datum. 

• Differences are as great as 15 m

Vertical Datums
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Today’s outline: The Map Projection Pyramid

Ellipsoid/Spheroid/Sphere

Projections (many types)

Datum (Geoid)

Coordinate Systems
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• Geographic Coordinate System
• Projected Coordinate System

Coordinate Systems
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Two Types of Coordinate System

Projected, FlatGeographic,3D
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• Graticule of meridians and parallels
• Longitude (λ) and latitude (ϕ)
• Units: Degrees (DMS or DD)

Spherical Coordinate System
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Spherical Coordinate System
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New York City 
Lat 40.7128° N, and Long 74.0060° W



The Prime Meridian in Greenwich, England

Latitude: 51.5°N
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Working with Degrees: DMS or DD

1° (degree) = 60’ minutes = 40,000/360 = 111.11km
1’ (minute of arc) = 60” (secs) = 111.11km/60 = 1.852km = 1 nautical mile

1° = 60’ x 60” = 3600” secs => 1” = 1852m/60 = 30.67m
DMS:  51° 29' 16"    DD: 51.4877
29 minutes = 29/60 = 0.4833 degrees

16 seconds = 16/3600 = 0.0044 degrees 
51° + 0.4833 ° + 0.0044 ° = 51.4877 °

23.2256 = 23° ? ' ? "
0.2256° * 60 = 13.536'  0.536' * 60 = 32.16”

23.2256° = 22° 13 ' 32.16 "
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…so can we easily, conveniently, 
sensibly calculate length and area 
using degrees of longitude and 
latitude? Not really…

All three red areas are
10 degrees on a side.
(100 square degrees)

• All meridians have the same 
length, but converge at the 
poles.

• Lengths of parallels decrease 
toward the poles (from zero 
latitude to 90 degrees); 

Area Calculations
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Globes are good…

But…
• Not very portable
• Expensive
• Hard to use for navigation
• Shapes correct only nearest your eye
• Etc…
• Don’t fit a GIS PC monitor
So…

Cartesian Coordinate Systems
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• Frequently in GIS, you will do somewhat localized 
analyses

• Therefore you will often use a Cartesian coordinate 
system (squared grid)

• How do you go from the round Earth to a flattened map 
and coordinate system?

Flattening the Earth:
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Today’s outline: The Map Projection Pyramid

Ellipsoid/Spheroid/Sphere

Projections (many types)

Datum (Geoid)

Coordinate Systems
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Map Projection

• The systematic rendering 
of a graticule on a flat 
map surface

• Why? Because globes are 
difficult to digitize…carry 
in your pocket…measure 
the distance from here to 
JAX, etc.

• Easier to read a flat map
• Perspective does not 

influence the view of the 
information

Real-world features must be projected with minimum distortion from a round earth to a flat 
map; and given a grid system of coordinates.
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Projection Light Source

• The position affects the resulting map.
• Gnomonic:  globe center (light source 1)
• Stereographic:  on globe surface, opposite 

the projection surface (light source 2)
• Orthographic: off globe surface at distance 

infinity (light source 3)
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Projection Developable Surfaces

• The “physical” surface used to construct a map
• Plane – starts flat, stays flat
• Developable surface – starts “rolled”, ends flat
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(The red indicates contact between the sphere and the projection surface.)

tangent – being in contact at a single point or along a line

Cylinder
(Cylindrical)

tangent

Plane
(Planar or Azimuthal)

tangent

Cone
(Conic)

secant

secant – cutting, intersecting

Three Common Projection Surfaces
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**Notice the 
graticule here

Standard Lines: Standard Parallels follow lines of Lat
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Planar and Azimuthal Projections
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(North up)

Conic Projections
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Oblique
Transverse

Regular

Cylindrical Projections
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Regular Oblique Transverse

Cylindrical Projections
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Specifications for Map Projections

• Location of light source
• Ellipsoid center  Gnomonic projection
• Antipode  Stereographic projection
• Infinity (off of ellipsoid)  Orthographic projection

• Location of the projection surface
• Tangential
• Intersecting aka Secant

• Orientation of the projection surface relative to the 
equator and poles (e.g., to which parallel or meridian 
map surface is perpendicular)
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Distortion during Map Projection

I = intersection pts (aka 
Standard Lines or Parallels)

A,B,D,E = map surface edge

a,b,d,e = scaled map surface
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Distortion and Map Projections

• Distortion can take different forms on different parts of 
the map; area and distance can be compressed or 
expanded, and angles may be wrong + or -.

• A few places – like point(s) or some lines on the map –
may have distortion = 0; length, direction, etc., are 
preserved.

• Distortion does not occur at the standard line(s) of the 
globe with the developable surface and increases away 
from intersections.

So, choice of projection may depend on purpose, location 
and size of area of interest, etc.
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Map Projection Categories: based on Distortion

Globe 
characteristics

Major properties

Minor properties

Conformality

Equivalence

Distance

Direction
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• Equivalence: EQUAL-AREA
• Any unit area drawn on the map represents the same unit area on a 

globe

• Conformality  EQUAL ANGLE
• Angles on the map are the same as they would be on a globe 

• Distance  EQUIDISTANT
• Straight line lengths on the map are the same as on a globe 

(Warning—this property is true ONLY along lines of  great circle 
(shortest distance between 2 points on earth’s surface )

• Direction  Azimuthal
• Preserves the correct angle and distance in relation to the map 

center

Map Projection Categories: based on Distortion
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They can exist on all points on certain projections
• Conformality : retention of correct angles on a map (map features 

can be recognized by their shapes)
• Equivalence : a shape drawn on a map represents the same 

number of square units on the globe surface. It is an equal-area 
(equivalent) projection. 

Example: remote sensing images ; flooded areas …

Major properties
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They can exist in a relation to only one, or sometimes two, points or 
lines on certain projections
 Distance : the length of a straight line between two points on a 

map represents the correct great-circle distance between the 
same points on the earth.
Correct distance can only be measured along great circles.

 Direction: defined by the azimuth. The azimuth can be measured 
with reference to magnetic north or grid north 

Minor properties



• Distortion cannot be avoided; we have to choose from distortion 
of

• Shape
• Area
• Distance
• Direction

Understanding Distortion
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The Lambert Conformal Conic 
preserves shape. The Mollweide 
preserves area. (Compare the 
relative sizes of Greenland and South 
America in one and then the other). 
The Orthographic projection 
preserves direction. The Azimuthal 
Equidistant preserves both distance 
and direction. The Winkel Tripel is a 
compromise projection 
(preserve area, direction, and 
distance).



azimuthal projection
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• Direction/Azimuth (azimuthal) – An azimuthal projection is one that 
preserves direction for all straight lines passing through a single, specified 
point. Direction is measured in degrees of angle from the north. This means 
that the direction from a to b is the angle between the meridian on which a
lies and the great circle arc connecting a to b.  If the azimuth value from a to b
is the same on a map as on the earth, then the map preserves direction from 
a to b. No map has true direction everywhere. 
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Albers Equal Area Conic

• Areas proportional to those on 
earth

• Distortion least between standard 
parallels

• Good for E/W-extensive study 
areas

• Best for mid-latitudes

• Used by Florida Geographic Data 
Library, many agencies in Florida
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Albers Equal Area (conic)

True Area –
• Areas of land masses are plotted in correct proportion to 

how they appear on the globe. (The distortion ellipses all 
have the same area.)
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Typical Florida parameters
Central meridian: -84.0
Standard parallel 1: 24.0
Standard parallel 2: 31.5
Latitude of origin: 24.0
False easting (m): 400,000
False northing (m): 0

1

2

Albers Equal Area Conic Projection
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Common US/Florida Projections

• Distortion least near central 
meridian

• Good for N/S-extensive study 
areas

• Conformal, so OK for navigation 
(like normal Mercator)
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Conical Map Projection
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Summary of Map Projections
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• Tissot’s Indicatrix is a 
method to visualize the 
distortions of a map 
projection.

Tissot’s Indicatrix
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Universal Transverse Mercator Coordinate System

• The UTM projection minimizes distortion within that zone.
• World divided into 60 six-degree-wide zones

• Wide zones good for large study areas
• But, coordinates discontinuous across zone boundaries

• From 80S to 84N and Zones numbered 1-60 (N&S), W to E, starting 
at 180W

73http://www.dmap.co.uk/utmworld.htm



UTM Projection
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• The UTM projection is designed to create a rectangular cartesian grid. This allows 
distances and angles to be computed easily, and minimizes distortion.

• While the military popularized the UTM projection for ground operations, it is also ideal 
for many GIS operations.



542 543

4790

4791

x

y

Increasing

Increasing

UTM uses a Cartesian Grid
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House coordinates = 0541450mE
4789650mN

UTM grid reader

Place the corner of the 
UTM grid reader on 
the point to be plotted

542 543

4790

4791
1,000 m

541
4789

5

5

9

9
Each tic = 100 meters
on this grid reader

0

Plotting UTM Coordinates
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State Plane Coordinate System

• Not a projection
• Underlying projections:

• Lambert Conformal Conic for “east-west” areas
• Transverse Mercator for “north-south” areas
• Oblique Mercator for Alaska

• Local FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standards) 
zone (name or number) must be specified in GIS (e.g., 
any of three in Florida) when projecting into state plane

• Specify datum and units, too…
• But no “projection parameters”
• US only
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Map of SPC Systems

• The solid yellow lines indicate zones

State Plane Coordinate System
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Different Projections
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Differences between Projections
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• Projection File
• Projection define
• Projection transform

• Predefined Coordinate Systems
• On-the-fly Projection

Working with Coordinate System in GIS
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• Conformal (shape-preserving) maps
• Topographic and cadastral
• Navigation
• Civil engineering
• Weather

Choosing a Map Projection
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• Area-preserving maps
• Population density
• Land use
• Quantitative attributes

Choosing a Map Projection
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Key points for GIS Applications

• All data must be in the same projection or in geographic 
coordinates (lat-lon)—with same datum—–chosen at 
the beginning of a project.

• All data must have the same coordinate units – degrees, 
feet, or meters…

• Don’t calculate distances or areas using degrees of 
longitude and latitude (even if decimal).
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Today’s Terms

• Geodesy –Science of measuring the shape of the Earth
• Ellipsoid (Spheroid) – Idealized mathematical model of the shape of the 

Earth
• Datum – Basis for defining accurate locations on the surface in the 

context of a reference ellipsoid and geoid.
• Common geodesic datums

• Coordinate System – Numeric representation of positions on a map 
projection by way of a grid (X,Y).

• Geographic coordinate system (DD vs. DMS)
• Projected coordinate system 

• Map Projection – Mathematical portrayal of the curved surface of Earth 
on a flat map

• Type of projection surface
• Common projections (category of projections)
• Distortion of map projection
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Some resources:

• Why all world maps are wrong?
https://youtu.be/kIID5FDi2JQ
• Interact with projections:
http://metrocosm.com/compare-map-projections.html
• Map Projections
https://youtu.be/nJ5r4HJMrfo
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